
bridal bouquet ..........................................................$175+
bridesmaid bouquets ................................................$65+
boutonnieres .............................................................$15
pocket boutonnieres .................................................$25
gold cuff wrist corsages ............................................$25
bridal floral crown ....................................................$75
compote arrangements .............................................$85+
large statement pieces ..............................................$225+
tall arrangements on 29” stands: ..............................$225+
bud vase sets of 3 filled with 1-3 stems of flowers and greens
   rented vases ...................................................$45 per set
   vases you’ll keep ............................................$65 per set
cocktail arrangements (mini compotes) ....................$40+
greens on round table ...............................................$40+
greens and candles on round table ...........................$75+
loose greens on long tables .......................................$45-65 per 8’ table
arch install (based on amount of florals) ..................$350+
garlands on tables .....................................................$16 per foot for greens only
garland with florals..................................starting at $25 per foot
pew/chair ends (greens with flowers) ......................$30 each
cake flowers, placed..................................................$35
travel charge to venues further than 10 miles ..........$5/mile

These prices give you a general idea of our pricing structure. Flower varieties and amount used in each arrangement are the  
determining factor for quoted prices. Each wedding is unique and we will draft a proposal that fits your needs and budget.  
This is not a comprehensive list of what we can do...if what you want isn’t listed, we can probably do it—just ask!

FLOWERS are one of the main elements that bring “life” to your wedding photos. Make sure the florist you pick has a style you love 
because you’ll be seeing those pictures for years and years! We would not recommend booking the cheapest photographer and florist 
you can find...there are other ways to save money while planning a wedding! If you have small budget, we can help you figure things 
out! We have items you can rent for a reasonable fee instead of buying them. If you have family and friends that are willing and handy, 
they can pick up your order and set things up, DIY a few things, etc. We love to provide buckets of fresh flowers that you can use as 
needed to get a lot of bang for your buck! You can also re-purpose ceremony items for reception decor...scatter bud vases with single 
stems mixed with candles...with a little creativity you can still have a wedding that you’ll look back on years later and still love! 

When you think about your flowers, think about impact: Maybe a few high impact statement pieces, versus more pieces with less 
impact. Think about the size of the venue and the feeling you want to convey. Don’t be afraid to embrace color—while muted palettes 
and greens and whites are classic and safe choices, nothing makes photos pop like colorful flowers that complement your color scheme! 

Why are flowers “so expensive”? You’re not just buying the flowers...You are compensating your florist for work that is intensive, beginning 
with designing a proposal, pricing and sourcing the best possible flowers and hard goods, picking up orders, foraging for certain flowers 
or foliages, prepping flowers, removing thorns and foliage, conditioning the flowers, prepping containers, designing, packing, transporting 
flowers, delivery and setup, scrubbing buckets, cleaning vases, cleaning and sanitizing work spaces, along with the usual overhead that comes 
with running a business.

OUR PASSION is working with brides to turn their unique vision for their big day into reality! We pour our hearts into every last 
detail! We source local flowers whenever possible, to ensure the freshest, most spectacular blooms for our clients. We order premium 
flowers and hard goods—if something doesn’t look great, we won’t use it! We specialize in events, choosing to put more time and effort 
into our pieces and designs than the average retail florist. We have loved flowers our entire lifetime and it has been a dream come true 
to provide florals for many a beautiful bride on the most important day of her life. It would be our pleasure to work with you!

P E T A L  +  S T E M  F L O R A L  D E S I G N  C O .

G E N E R A L  P R I C I N G

minimum
wedding budget:

$2,500


